TROPICAL SAFARI GALA

M

ore than 400 guests
attended Palm Beach Zoo
& Conservation Society’s
annual Tropical Safari
Gala on the lush, tropical
grounds of Palm Beach Zoo. Michele Kessler,
Chairman of the Zoo’s Board of Directors, and
Thomas C. Quick, Board member, served as
Chairmen of the Tropical Safari Gala: Journey
to Africa that raised a record-breaking $2.2
million for Palm Beach Zoo & Conservation
Society.
“We had much to celebrate at this
evening’s event,” said Kessler. “From a special
virtual walkthrough of Tiger Forest, the
Zoo’s upcoming third Malayan tiger habitat,
to the Somali Giraffe Project, an exciting
new conservation partnership to help track
reticulated giraffes in Africa, to honoring all our
steadfast supporters, together, we took a stand
for wildlife and our Zoo.”
Large lighted giraffes welcomed guests of
the Tropical Safari Gala, which began with a
festive cocktail reception, followed by an haute
cuisine dining experience, a lively auction and
dancing to the sounds of The Sultans. Before
sitting for dinner, guests had the opportunity to
go on an expert-guided express tour around the
Zoo where jaguar Fiona, Alyssa the Baird’s tapir,
giant anteaters, squirrel monkeys and more
delighted along the way.
The Gala also connected guests to some
of the Zoo’s most notable denizens. Animal
encounters included Perus, the hyacinth macaw,
and Wilbur, the celebrity Hoffman's two-toed
sloth and gala regular, all in support of the Zoo’s
mission of inspiring people to act on behalf of
wildlife and the natural world.
The Gala supports the Zoo’s global efforts
to preserve and take steps to save some of
the most important species on the planet:
iconic animals such as critically endangered
reticulated giraffes, jaguars and Malayan
tigers. Tropical Safari honored longtime Zoo
ambassadors, JoAnna and Stephen Myers,
with the Gala Stewardship Award to celebrate
their immense generosity, leadership and
commitment for more than two decades of
standing for wildlife.
Friends of the Zoo, Debbie and Philippe
Dauman, Margaret and Michael Picotte
and Robyn and Len Tannenbaum, were also
honored for their unwavering dedication,
generosity and support of Palm Beach Zoo &
Conservation Society.
During this tropical evening, guests
were treated to A Local Zoo with a Global
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Impact, a short film written and produced
by Board member Whitney Bylin in
collaboration with best-selling author James
Patterson as narrator and Brian Bayerl as
cinematographer.
The lively live auction was conducted by
Thomas C. Quick and included premier
exclusive packages. Tropical Safari Gala
guests bid on an African safari trip curated
by James Currie; a private tennis session with
rising ATP star Jenson Brooksby, complete
with Tori Sport accessories and a courtside
lunch catered by Silver Sac for the highest
bidder; hard-to-find Rolex watches; an
exquisite Lugano Diamonds necklace; baby
porcupette trio naming and Holly Rollins
custom art; a private dinner party at the
Zoo for 26 guests with Table 26; a Brioni
bespoke experience; rare wine lots from 1961
and 2005; and custom earrings by Nicholas
Varney.
Proceeds from Tropical Safari Gala:
Journey to Africa will support the Zoo’s
conservation mission and expert animal care,
specifically the revitalization of Flamingo
Beach.
Palm Beach Zoo & Conservation Society
helps save wildlife in wild places. As a leader
in conservation, the Zoo is proud of its
heritage of caring for unique and often rare
species of animals in the wild and on 23 lush
jungle acres in West Palm Beach. Palm Beach
Zoo is honored to continue its more than
50-year tradition of connecting the
community to wildlife.
Specialty cocktails, wine and craft brews
were generously provided by Beam Suntory,
including Sipsmith London Dry Gin and
Maker’s Mark Whisky Bourbon, Tito’s
Handmade Vodka, Beverly Hills Vineyards
and Tampa Bay Brewing Company.
For more information about the Palm
Beach Zoo visit www.palmbeachzoo.org.
.

FIRST ROW: Michele and Howard Kessler;
JoAnna and Stephen Myers; Candy Hamm,
Frank Chopin and Carole Moran; Jack and
Eileen Connors; SECOND ROW: Wilbur and
Hilary Ross; John and Amy Phelan; Jeff and
Mei Sze Greene; Ann and Charles Johnson;
THIRD ROW: Michele Rollins and Thomas
Quick; Eric Christu and Maura Ziska Christu;
Marcel and Irina van Poecke; Philippe and
Debbie Dauman; FOURTH ROW: Silvia and
Sophocles Zoullas; Bruce and Ellen Mavec.
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